
 
 

Today’s Daf In Review is being sent l’zecher nishmas Habachur Yechezkel Shraga A”H ben R’ Avrohom 
Yehuda 
 

Yevamos Daf Nun Gimmel 
 

CHALATZ V’ASSA MAAMAR V’NOSSAN GET U’BA’AL… 

• Q: Why does the Mishna only end off with the statement “there is nothing that is effective after 
chalitza” and not add “or after bi’ah”, since that was one of the examples given as well? A: 
Abaye and Rava say, that a more proper reading should add the words “or after bi’ah”. The 
reason why our Mishna does not state it, is because our Tanna holds that permitting a yevama 
to get married to outside people is more important to be clearly stated. Once this is written, we 
would be able to deduce on our own that the same would hold true after a bi’ah as well.  

ECHAD YEVAMA ACHAS ECHAD SHTEI YEVAMOS 

• Our Mishna does not follow Ben Azzai, because he says in a Braisa that a maamar only takes 
effect after another maamar when there are 2 yavams and one yevama, not when there is one 
yavam and 2 yevamos. 

KEITZAD MAAMAR L’ZU… 

• From the fact that the Mishna says that he gives chalitza to the one who did not get the 
maamar, the Mishna seems to be a proof to Shmuel, who says that a chalitza given to one who 
got maamar will not release a tzara. Or we can say that the Mishna also seems to refute R’ 
Yosef, who says that we should give chalitza to the woman who is anyway passul to a Kohen. 

o The Gemara says, the Mishna is not necessarily a proof or a refutation. The Mishna 
doesn’t say “he should give chalitza to the second woman”. The Mishna says “chalatz” – 
which suggests that if he gave chalitza to the second woman…, not that we are 
suggesting that that is how it should be done.  

GET L’ZU V’GET L’ZU… 

• Q: The Mishna seems to say that each of the women must get a chalitza. Shall we say this is a 
proof to Rabbah bar R’ Huna, who says that a deficient chalitza must be done from each brother 
for each woman? A: The Mishna’s use of the plural was meant to refer to cases in general, and 
not both women in this case.  

GET L’ZU V’CHALATZ L’ZU 

• From the fact that the Mishna says that he gives chalitza to the one who did not get the 
maamar, the Mishna seems to be a proof to Shmuel, who says that a chalitza given to one who 
got maamar will not release a tzara. Or we can say that the Mishna also seems to refute R’ 
Yosef, who says that we should give chalitza to the woman who is anyway passul to a Kohen. 

o The Gemara says, the Mishna is not necessarily a proof or a refutation. The Mishna 
doesn’t say “he should give chalitza to the second woman”. The Mishna says “chalatz” – 
which suggests that if he gave chalitza to the second woman…, not that we are 
suggesting that that is how it should be done. 

CHALATZ V’CHALATZ OH CHALATZ… 

• Q: Why does the Mishna only end off with the statement “there is nothing that is effective after 
chalitza” and not add “or after bi’ah”, since that was one of the examples given as well? A: 
Abaye and Rava say, that a more proper reading should add the words “or after bi’ah”. The 
reason why our Mishna does not state it, is because our Tanna holds that permitting a yevama 
to get married to outside people is more important to be clearly stated. Once this is written, we 
would be able to deduce on our own that the same would hold true after a bi’ah as well. 

BEIN YAVAM ECHAD L’SHTEI YEVAMOS… 

• Q: The Mishna said that a maamar after a chalitza is ineffective whether from one yavam or 
two. It is understandable according to R’ Yochanan, who says that after the chalitza all brothers 
are assur to all yevamos with a lav, that the Mishna here is teaching that the maamar won’t be 



effective even though it is only going against a lav. However, according to Reish Lakish, who says 
that the brothers remain assur to her, and all the yevamos remain assur to the yavam and all the 
brothers, with kares, it is obvious that maamar can’t be effective!? A: Reish Lakish will say, the 
case in the Mishna that says that maamar can’t be effective if given after a bi’ah is also obvious 
(she becomes fully married through the bi’ah, and it is therefore obvious that a kiddushin can’t 
take effect)! The reason it is listed must be that the Mishna is listing all the different scenarios 
with one yavam and more, and one yevama and more.  

CHALATZ V’ASSA MAAMAR V’NOSSAN…  

• Q: It is understandable why the Mishna teaches that a maamar is ineffective after a chalitza, 
because we would think to be goizer in that case for a case of a maamar done before a chalitza. 
However, why does the Mishna need to teach that a get given after a chalitza is not effective? 
That is obvious!? A: The Mishna later says that a get after a bi’ah and a maamar after a bi’ah are 
ineffective. It seems obvious that a maamar after a bi’ah is totally ineffective, so why the need 
to say it? The reason must be that once we list maamar in respect to chalitza, we list it in respect 
to bi’ah as well. And once we mention get in reference to bi’ah, we mention get in reference to 
chalitza as well. 

BIZMAN SHEHEE… 

• Our Mishna does not agree with a Braisa that says that just as bi’ah only renders all else 
ineffective when the bi’ah is done at the beginning, the same is true for chalitza.  

o The result is that there is a 3-way machlokes. The T”K of our Mishna holds that we are 
only goizer by bi’ah (that is where we have to be concerned that saying bi’ah is final 
after a get may lead to bi’ah after chalitza and bia’ah after bi’ah) but not chalitza. R’ 
Nechemya says that we are not goizer by bi’ah either (we don’t need to be goizer 
because chalitza and bi’ah are D’Oraisa, so people won’t come to mix up the two). The 
Braisa is goizer bi’ah like the Mishna, and is then goizer chalitza as a gezeirah for bi’ah.  

 
HADRAN ALACH PEREK R’ GAMLIEL!!! 

 
PEREK HABAH AHL YEVIMTO -- PEREK SHISHI 

 
MISHNA 

• If one has bi’ah with his yevama – whether it is b’shogeg, b’meidiz, b’ones (forced), b’ratzon 
(willingly), or even if one of them are b’shogeg and the other is b’meizid, etc., whether he only 
does the beginning of the bi’ah or the complete bi’ah, he is koneh her as a wife. Also, there is no 
difference made between one bi’ah (in the natural way) and another bi’ah (in an unnatural 
way).  

o The same is for one who has bi’ah with any of the arayos or those passul to him (as a 
Kohen) like a widow to a Kohen Gadol, or a divorcee or chalutza to a regular Kohen, or a 
mamzeres of nesinah to a Yisrael, or a Yisraelis to a mamzer or nasin. In all these cases, 
even if the bi’ah was in one of these compromising ways, she still becomes assur to a 
Kohen through this bi’ah. Here again, there is no difference made between one bi’ah (in 
the natural way) and another bi’ah (in an unnatural way). 

 
GEMARA 

• Q: Why does the Mishna introduce the cases where only one of them is the compromised 
situation and the other is not (e.g. one is b’shogeg and one is b’meizid, etc.) by saying “even”, as 
if to say these cases are more novel? A: The Mishna is saying, not only is he koneh if he was a 
shogeg and she had in mind for the mitzvah, etc., rather even if neither of them had in mind for 
the mitzvah, he is still koneh her.  

o R’ Chiya taught this clearly in a Braisa. He says, even if both of them were shogeg, both 
were meizid, or both were forced, it is still a good yibum.  

• Q: What is the cases of them being forced? If it is that goyim forced him to have bi’ah with her, 
Rava has said that that would not be considered forced, because one can only be physically 
prepared for bi’ah when he is willing! It can’t be discussing when he is sleeping, because R’ 
Yehuda said that one who is sleeping cannot be koneh his yevama. It can’t be discussing where 



he was ready for bi’ah with his wife on a roof, and fell off the roof onto his yevama and in that 
way had tashmish, because Rabbah said that he would not be koneh in that case! A: The case is 
where he was ready to have bi’ah with his wife, and the yevama grabbed him and had bi’ah with 
him. 

o Q: What would be the case of where they are both forced? A: Where he was ready for 
bi’ah with his wife, and goyim came and forced him onto the yevama so that they are 
both forced.  

 


